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not, render judgment for Coastal on the
trespass claim based on the rule of capture
and would consider Coastal's issue as to
whether hydraulic fracturing can consti-
tute a subsurface trespass. I agree that
the 1977 memorandum requires the case to
be reversed. Otherwise, I join the Court's
opinion and agree that the case must be
remanded for a new trial.
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Background: After mediated settlement
in which parties released claims relating to
oil and gas royalties and mineral underde-
velopment but specifically excluded from
the release claims for environmental liabili-
ty and personal injury and provided for
arbitration of such unreleased claims,
plaintiffs brought action asserting environ-
mental and personal injury claims. Aft,er
an evidentiary hearing, the 206th District
Court, Hidalgo County, Rose Guerra Rey-
na, J., 2005 WL 603M49, denied defen-
dants'motion to compel arbitration. Defen-
dants brought interlocutory appeal. The
Corpus Chdsti-Edinburg Court of Ap-
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peals, 2005 WL 3435061, affrrmed. Review
was granted.

Holding: The Supreme Court, Don R.
Willett, J., held that waiver-of-reliance
provision precluded fraudulent inducement
claim, with respect to arbitration clause.

Reversed and remanded.

Wallace B. Jefferson, C.J., filed a dissenl
ing opinion, in which Medina, J., joined.

1. Alternative Dispute
@213(5)

Resolution

When an appeal from a denial of a
motion to compel arbitration turns on a
legal determination, the appellate court ap-
plies a de novo standard ofreview.

2. Alternative Dispute Resolution Þ113

Federal law and Texas law strongly
favor arbitration. I U.S.C.A. $ I et seq.;

V.T.C.A., Civil Practice & Remedies Code

$ 171.001 et seq.

3. Alternative Dispute Resolution
€134(r)

Arbitration agreements that comport,
with traditional principles of contract law
are upheld by the court.

4. Alternative Dispute
@134(3)

Resolution

'While an arbitration agreement pro-
cured by fraud is unenforceable, the party
opposing arbitration must show that the
fraud relates to the arbitration provision
specifically, not to the broader contract in
which it appears.

5. .Alternative Dispute Resolution €193

If a trial court finds that the claim
falls within the scope of a valid arbitration
agreement, the court has no discretion but
to compel arbitration and stay its own
proceedings.
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6. Release @17(.5)

A disclaimer of reliance on represen-
tations, in a release, negates a fraudulent
inducement claim, where the parbies' in-
tent to waive fraudulent inducement claims
is clear and specific.

7. Alternative Dispute Resolution
Þ134(3)

Waiver-of-reliance provision in medi-
ated settlement agreement, which agree-
ment released claims relating to oil and
gas royalties and mineral underdevelop-
ment but specifically excluded from the
release claims for environmental liability
and personal injury and provided for ar-
bitration of such unreleased claims, pre-
cluded fraudulent inducement claim with
respect to arbitration clause; waiver-of-
reliance provision constituted all-embrac-
ing disclaimer of any and all representa-
tions and thereby clearly and specifically
expressed parties'intent to waive fraudu-
lent inducement claims with respect to ar-
bitration clause, terms of settlement
agreement, including arbitration clause,
were negotiated rather than boilerplate,
during negotiations the parties specifically
discussed arbitration of environmental
and personal injury claims, party assert-
ing fraudulent inducement had been rep-
resented by counsel, parties had dealt
u'ith each other in arm's length transac-
tion, and parties were knowledgeable in
business matters.

8. Compromise and Settlement F2
Settlement agreement are highly fa-

vored by the law.

9. Alternative Dispute Resolution @143
Generally, after fiading an arbitration

agreement is valid, the court considers the
agreemenf,s terms, to determine which is-
sues are arbitrable.

10. Alternative Dispute Resolution
Þ198

Provision of arbitration agreement,
taking away court's traditional role of de-

ciding the scope of an arbitration agree-
ment once the court finds the agreement is
valid, and instead placing with the arbitra-
tion panel the role of deciding the scope of
issues subject to arbitration, would be en-
forced, in absence of a challenge of such
provision on legal or public policy grounds.
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Justice WILLETT delivered the opinion
of the Court, in which Justice HECHT,
Justice O'NEILL, Justice
\4/AINWRIGHT, Justice BRISTER,
Justice GREEN, and Justice JOHNSON
joined.

This commercial contract case asks

whether an unambiguous waiver-of-reli-
ance provision precludes a fraudulent in-
ducement claim as a matter of law. Here,
sophisticated parties represented by coun-
sel in an arm's-length transaction negotiat-
ed a settlement agreement that included
clear and broad waiver-of-reliance and re-
lease-of-claims language. Because that
agreement conclusively negates reliance on

representations made by either side, any
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fraudulent-inducement claim, lodged here in the McAIlen Ranch.r The settlement
to avoid an arbitration provision, is con- agreement resulted from a week-long me-
tractualìy ba¡red. We enforce the parties' diation and released Forest Oil from "any
contract as written. Thus, we reverse the and all" claims "of any type or character
court of appeals' judgment and remand to known or unknown" that are "in any man-
the trial court to compel arbitration in ner relating to" the McAllen Ranch Leases
accordance with our opinion. and the covered lands, whether the claims

1. Factuar and procedurar ffi:f ,i.j#f"iþ.1ïttj:"'J#:rä i
Backgtound lease resolved the royalty and nondevelop-

In 1999, Forest Oil Corporation settled a ment disputes, the parties reserved the
long-running lawsuit over oil and gas roy- right to arbitrate under the Texas General
alties and leasehold development with Arbitration Act (TAA) claims "for environ-
James McAllen and others with interests mental liability, surface damages, personal

(. 
."i

l. This appeal does not involve every party to
the 1999 settlement agreement at issue. The
defendants in the litigation that resulted in
that settlement were Forest Oil Corporation,
Shell Oil Company, Conoco Incorporated,
and Fina Oil & Chemical Company, along
with divisions of these entities. The plaintiffs
included various business entities, individu-
als, and individual trusts. These parties set-
tled their dispute in June 1999.

Five years later, James McAllen and several
others filed suit against Forest Oil, its em-
ployee (Daniel B. Worden), and ConocoPhil-
Iips Corporation. ConocoPhillips was non-
suited, so only Forest Oil and Worden are
petitioners here. They are referred to collec-
tively as "Forest Oil." Four plaintiffs to the
pending litigation-James McAllen, El Rucio
Land & Cattle Company, San Juanito Land
Partnership, and McAllen Trust Partnership-
are respondents to this appeal and referred to
collectively as "McAllen," unless otherwise
noted. These four plaintiffs admit they are
bound by the 1999 settlement agreement ei-
ther as signatories or successors in interest
thereto. Several other plaintiffs are not par-
ties to this appeal, and Forest Oil concedes
the trial court lacked authority to require
these other plaintiffs to arbitrate the current
dispute.

2. The release language reads:

[The plaintiffs] generally and unconditional-
ly RELEASE, DISCHARGE, and ACQUIT
[the defendants] of and from any and all
claims and causes of action of any type or
character known or unknown, which they
presently have or could assert, including
but not limited to all claims and causes of
action (i) in any manner relating to, arising

out of or connected with the McAIlen
Ranch Leases, or any of them, (ii) in any
manner relating to, arising out of or con-
nected with the Lands covered by the McAl-
len Ranch Leases, or any of them, (iii) in
any manner relating to, arising out of or
connected with any implied covenants per-
taining to the McAllen Ranch Leases, or
any of them, including (without limitation)
implied covenants or obligations with re-
spect to drainage, development, unitization,
marketing or the administration of the
McAllen Ranch Leases . . . (vÐ all claims
and causes of action that the [plaintiffs]
asserted or could have asserted in the Law-
suit including (without limitation) matters
arising or sounding in contract, in tort (in-
cluding intentional torts, fraud, conspiracy,
and negligence), in trespass, for forfeiture,
or under any other theory or doctrine, in-
cluding any claim for attorneys fees, costs,
and sanctions; and the [plaintiffs] hereby
declare that all such claims and causes of
action have been fully compromised, satis-
fied, paid and discharged; except that the
[plaintiffs] reserve and except from this re-
lease only (a) their righæ to receive the
consideration (monetary and otherwise)
provided in this Agreement, (b) their rights
to accrued but unpaid royalties ..., (c) any
rights and claims arising under the McAIlen
Ranch Leases . . . after the Effective Date of
this Agreement, (d) any righæ or claims
they may have, if any, for environmental
Iiability, surface damages, personal injury,
or wrongful death occurring at any time
and relating to the McAllen Ranch Leases,
(e) the funds held [pursuant to this Agree-
mentl, and (f) any intentional act done in
contravention of this Agreement or the
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injury, or wrongful death occurying at any
time and relating to the McAllen Ranch
Leases." The parties also incorporated
into the settlement agreement a separate
surface agreement that detailed ongoing
care and remediation of the surface es-
tate.3

Importantly, the settlement agreement
specifrcally disclaimed reliance "upon any
statement or any representation of any
agent of the parbies" in executing the re-
Ieases contained in the agreement.a The
parties also acknowledged they were "fuþ
advised" by legal counsel as to both the
contents and consequences of the release.

McAllen Ranch Leases between the date of
execution hereof and the Effective Date.
Any disputes over any of the above items
excepted and reserved from this release
shall be resolved in arbitration pursuant to
[this Agreement].

3. The surface agreement required that oil
companies remove nonnatural materials f¡om
the sites of abandoned wells and "not store or
dispose of any hazardous materials on the
surface of the Leases." In addition, .the sur-
face agreement states plainly that surface is-
sues shall be addressed by arbitration: "Sur-
face issues which arise in connection with the
Leases shall be subject to that certain Arbitra-
tion Agreement set forth and described in the
Settlement Agreement. The specific issues
addressed below shall become part of the
Settlement Agreement and shall be enforce-
able in accordance with the terms of such
Agreement."

4. The waiver-of-reliance provision reads:

[1] Each party acknowledges and con-
firms that each has had the opportr.rnity to
consult with counsel and has been fully
advised by counsel prior to the execution of
this Agreement.
[2] Each of the Plaintiffs and Intervenors
expressly warrants and represents and does
hereby state and represent that no promise
or agreement which is not herein expressed
has been made to him, her, or it in execut-
ing the releases contained in this Agree-
ment, and that none of them is relying upon
any statement or any representation of any
agent of the parties being released hereby.
Each of the Plaintiffs and Intewenors is

In 2004, McAllen sued Forest Oil to
recover for environmental damage caused

when Forest Oil allegedly "used its access

under the leases to the surface estate to
bury highly toxic mercury-contaminated"
material on the McAllen Ranch. McAIlen
also alleged environmental and personal
injuries caused when Forest OiI moved
oilfïeld drilling pipe contaminated with ra-
dioactive mat€rial from the McAllen Ranch
to a nearby property, the Santillana
Ranch, which housed a sanctuary for en-
dangered rhinoceroses.s

Forest Oil sought to compel arbitration
under the settlement agreement, but

relying on his, her, or its own judgment and
each has been represented by his, her, or its
own legal counsel in this matter. The legal
counsel for Plaintiffs have read and ex-
plained to each of the Plaintiffs the entire
contents of the releases contained in this
Agreement as well as the legal conse-
quences of the releases. . . .

[3] Defendants expressly represent and
warrant and do hereby state and represent
that no promise or agreement which is not
herein expressed has been made to them in
executing the releases contained in this
Agreement, and that they are not relying
upon any statement or representation of
any of the parties being released hereby.
Defendants, and each of them are relying
upon its own judgment and each has been
represented by its own legal counsel in this
matter. The legal counsel for Defendants
have read and explained to them the entire
contents of the releases contained in this
Agreement as well as the legal conse-
quences of the releases,

5. The plaintiffs filed a joint petition assert-
ing negligence, gross negligence, trespass,
nuisance, strict liability, negligence per se,
misrepresentation, fraud, fraudulent conceal-
ment, and intentional battery. The facts giv-
ing rise to these causes of action took place
on two properties: the Santillana Ranch
and the McAllen Ranch. We will refer to
the claims arising on the McAllen Ranch as
the "McAllen Ranch claims" and claims
arising on the Santillana Ranch as the
"Santillana Ranch claims."

Forest Oil produces oil on the McAllen
Ranch pursuant to the McAllen Ranch Leases;
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McAllen argued the arbitration provision
was induced by fraud and thus unenforcea-
ble. McAllen recounts assurances during
the 1999 setUement negotiations that no

environmental pollutants or contaminants
existed on the property. McAllen claims
an unidentified lawyer for one of the four
defendants "assured [McAllen] that there
was no problem, no issue at all that [he]
would be concerned about," and McAllen
says he signed the agreement based on
that specific representation. McAllen
claims that when this assurance of "no
environmental issues" was given, Forest
Oil knew all about the radioactive-contami-
nated pipe and the mercury-contaminated
material.

After an evidentiary hearing on Forest
Oil's motion to compel arbitration, the trial
court denied the motion, and the cowt of
appeals affirmed, applying a no-evidence
standard of review because the case was
"an interlocutory appeal from an order

this relationship was the basis of the original
1999 litigation that produced the now-disput-
ed settlement agreement. The Santillana
Ranch is owned by John R. Willis Manage-
ment Partnership; this entity is one of the
plaintiffs to the underlying suit that are not
parties to this appeal. See supranote 1.

The Third Amended Petition claims Forest
Oil buried radioactive material on the McAl-
len Ranch, resulting in groundwater and soil
contamination.. The petition does not assert
personal injuries related to the McAllen
Ranch. McAIlen tried to establish a rhinocer-
os sanctuary on the Santillana Ranch and
asked Forest Oil, which has no lease on that
ranch, to donate oilfield pipe to be used as
pen enclosures. Forest Oil tookpipe from the
McAllen Ranch to the Santillana Ranch,
where McAllen and his employees worked on
the rhinoceros pens. McAllen claims this
pipe was radioactive and has produced both
environmental and personal injuries.

Forest Oil claims that because the pipe giv-
ing rise to the Santillana Ranch claims came
from the McAllen Ranch, the Santillana
Ranch claims also fall within the settlement
agreement's arbitration clause, which re-
quires arbitration of claims "arising out of or
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denying a motion to compel arbitration
that involves the defense of fraudulent in-
ducement." 6 A.fter examining the testimo-
ny of McAllen and a former Forest Oil
employee, the court of appeals concluded
there was some evidence to support the
trial court's determination that the arbitra-
tion provision was induced by fraud.T

I1l This interlocutory appeal followed.s
Although the court of appeals treated For-
est OiI's argument as an evidentiary chal-
lenge, this case fundamentally poses a le-
gal question, not a factual one: does
McAIIen's disclaimer of reliance on Forest
Oil's representations negat€ the fraudu-
lent-inducement claim as a matter of law?
'We review this legal question de novo.e

2. Enforcement of the Parties' Arbi-
tration Agreement Under the Tex-

as General Arbitration Act

12-51 We fïrst address application of
the TAA, which the parties' settlement

relating to the McAllen Ranch Leases." We
do not reach this issue.

6. 268 S.W.3d 63.

7. Id. at64.

L We have jurisdiction to hear an appeal from
an interlocutory order denying arbitration if
the court of appeals' decision conflicts with
our precedent, See Te><. Gov'r Cooe
SS 22.001(a)(2), 22.225(c); Tex. Crv. Pn¡c. ¡.
R¡u.Cooe S 171.098; Certain LJnderwriters at
Lloyd's of Lonilan v. Celebrity, Inc., 988
S.W.2d 731, 733 (Tex.I998). As explained
below, the court of appeals' decision conflicts
with Schlumberger Technology Corp. v. Swan-
son, 959 S.W.2d 17 | (Tex.1997).

9. When an appeal from a denial of a motion
to compel arbitration turns on a legal deter-
mination-here, the preclusive effect of the
contract's disclaimer-we apply a de novo
standard. J.M. Davidson, Inc. v. Webster, 728
S.W.3d 223,227 (Tex.2003) ("The trial court's
determination of the arbitration agreement's
validity is a legal question subject to de novo
review."); see also In re D. Wilson Constr. Co.,
19ó S.W.3d 774,781 (Tex.2006).
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agreement specifically invoked. Federal
and Texas law strongly favor arbitration,r0
and we uphold arbitration agreements that
comport with traditional principles of con-
tract law.rr While an arbitration agree-
ment procured by fraud is unenforceable,r2
the party opposing arbitration must show
that the fraud relates to the arbitration
provision specifically, not to the broader
contract in which it appears.rs If a trial
court finds that the claim falls within the
scope of a valid arbitration agreement, the
"court has no discretion but to compel
arbitration and stay its own proceed-

ings." tn

Forest Oil challenges the trial courfs
refusal to compel arbitration on three
grounds: (1) the waiver-of-reliance provi-
sion in the contraet precludes as a matter
of law McAllen's ability to show the reli-
ance element of fraudulent inducement;
(2) McAllen cannot establish justifiable re-
liance on oral representations that directly
contradict the terms of a signed contract;
and (3) McAllen cannot establish justifiable
reliance on statements made by an adver-
sarlr. Because Forest Oil's first argument

10, Prudential Sec, Inc. v. Marshall, 909
S.W.2d 89ó, 898 (Tex.1995); sec also In re
FirstMerit Bank, N.A., 52 S.W.3d 749, 753
(Tex.2001). Whether a case is governed by
the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) or the TAA,
many of the underlying substantive principles
are the same; where appropriate, this opinion
relies interchangeably on cases that discuss
the FAA and TAA.

ll, In re D. Wilson Constr. Co.. 196 S.W.3d at
781; Webster, 128 S.W.3d at 227 .

12, Trx- Crv. Pn¡c. ¡, R¡u.Cooe 5 171.001(b) ("4
party may revoke the agreement only on a
ground that exists at law or.in equity for the
revocation of a contract,"); se¿ also Doctor's
Assocs., Inc. y. Casarotlo, 517 U.S. ó81, ó87,
116 S.Ct. 1652, 134 L.Ed.zd 902 (1996); In re
Kellogg Brown & Root, Inc., 1óó S.W.3d 732,
738 (Tex.2005).

defeats McAllen's claim, we do not reach
the other two.

3. Schlumberger Controls this Rele-
vantly Similar Case: The Parties'
Broad Disclaimer of Reliance is
Dispositive

Forest Oil contends the waiver-of-reli-
ance provision in the settlement agreement
conclusively defeats McAllen's fraudulent
inducement claim. We agree.

t6l We considered toda/s question in
Schlumberger Technology Corp. a. Swan-
sora, holding thal a disclaimer of reliance
on representations, 'îhere the parties' in-
tent is clear and specific, should be effec-
tive to negate a fraudulent inducement
claim." 15 In that case-decided eighteen
months before the settlement in the in-
stant case and construing virtually identi-
cal disclaimer language-Schlumberger
and the Swansons agreed to a complete
release of claims to settle a dispute involv-
ing an underwater diamond-mining project
off the South African coast.l6 The Swan-
sons sold their interests in the venture to
Schlumberger for roughly $1 million,r? and

13. See Prima Paint Corp. v. Flood & Conklin
Mfg. Co.,388 U.S. 395, 403-04, 87 S.Ct. 1801,
18 L.Ed.2d 1270 (1967). If a fraudulent-in-
ducement claim attacks the broader contract,
then the arbitrator, not a court, considers the
matter. See In re FirstMerit Bank, N.A., 52
S.W.3d at 758. In this case, we assume that
the alleged fraud went to the arbitration
agreement itself since Forest Oil does not
argue otherwise. S¿¿ Tex.R.App. P. 53.2(Ð;
Ramos y. Richardson, 228 S.W.3d 671, 673
(Tex.2007).

14. In re FirstMerit Bank, N.A., 52 S.W.3d at
753-54; see also Tex. C¡v. Pn¡c. ¿, Rnu.Co¡e
ç 171.02r.

15. 959 S.w.2d 171, 179 (Tex.l997).

16. Id. at 174.

17. Id.
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the parties signed a settlement agreement,
which included this waiver-of-reliance pro-
vision:

lE]ach of us [the Swansons] expressly
wa,¡rrants and represenLs and does here-
by state ... and represent ... that no
promise or agreement which is not here-
in ex¡pressed has been made to him or
her in executing this release, and that
none of us is relyi:ng upon any state-
ment or representation of any ogent of
the parties being rel,eøsed, hereby. Eonh
of us ß relying on luis or her swru
jul,gm,ent and each has been represent-
ed by Hubert Johnson as legal counsel

in this matter. The aforesaid legal
counsel has read and explained to each

of us the entire contents of this Release

in Full, as well as the legal consequences

of this Release.... 18

After learning that Schlumberger later
sold the interest to DeBeers for about $4

million, the Swansons sued, claiming
Schlumberger had fraudulently induced
them to accept the low-price buyout.re
They maintained that when Schlumberger
entered into the settlement, it knew that
the Swansons' interest had a far higher
value.20

Our decision n Schlumbergør assumed

that (1) the company knew during negotia-
tions that it was misrepresenting the value
of the interest, and (2) the misrepresenta-
tions were made r¡¡ith the intent of induc-
ing the Swansons to settle.2r Despite
these assumptions, we held as a matter of
law that the Swansons could not show
fraudulent inducement.22

Í71 McAllen argues that Schlunzberger
is not controlling because we restricted

18. Id. at 180. The disclaimer in today's case
is virtually the same. See supra note 4.

19. Id. at 174.

20. Id.
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that holding to the record, and toda/s case

involves "notable distinctions" and "mate-
rial fact difflerences." McAllen's chief ar-
gument to distinguish Schlurnberger is
that Schlunzberger "focuses on representa-
tions that were made regarding the under-
lying agreement's core subject matter."
The dispute n Schh,mberger concerned
the value of the Swansons' interest in the
sea-diamond project, and the alleged mis-
representation, as described by McAllen,
"pertained to the very thing disputed,
which was resolved 'once and for all' in the
settlement." 23 This case is different, says
McAllen, because the litigation that led to
the 1999 settlement concerned royalty un-
derpayments and mineral underdevelop-
ment, issues having nothing to do with the
environmental and personal-injury torts
that sparked the cunent litigation and
were excepted from the setUement agree-
ment. That is, while the misrepresenta-
tion in Schlumberger "pertained to the
very matter negotiated, settled, and re-
leased"-a factor that McAllen terms "the
primary basis" for the Court's holding-
the misrepresentation here did not concern
known disputed matters (which were set-
tled and released) but potential future dis-
putes (which were set aside and reserved).
A¡d the disclaimer applies solely to repre-
sentations about the former, not the latter.
Under this banner, McAllen makes three
subsidiary arguments.

First, McAllen stresses that the parties'
settlement in Schlunzberger definttively
ended their valuation dispute. McAllen
points out that the settled dispute was the
only dispute, meaning that the agreed-to
disclaimer was suffrciently speciñc to bar a

21. Id. at 178.

22. Id. at 181.

23. Id. at 179-81.
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later fraudulent inducement suit alleging
one side misled the other about valuation.za

By contrast, in this case, ending the royal-
ty underpa¡rment and mineral underdevel-
opment dispute was not the sole purpose

of the settlement agreement, McAllen ar-
gues, making the disclaimer insufficiently
specific to be applied to every representa-
tion made by Forest Oil.

McAllen identifies a valid factual distinc-
tion, but we fail to see how the disclaimer's
preclusive effect should be different where,
as here, the parties agreed to resolve liti-
gated claims and arbitrate future ones.

Although we noted n Schlum,berger that
the compan¡/s representations about the
project's value and feasibility led to "the
very dispute that the release was supposed

to resolve," 25 this language is more accu-

rately interpreted as emphatic language,
not limiting langrage. Our analysis in
Schfumberger rested on the paramount
principle that Texas courts should uphold
contracts negotiated at arm's length by
"knowledgeable and sophisticated business
players" represented by "highly competent
and able legal counsel," a princþle that
applies with equal force to contracts that
reserve future claims as to contracts that
settle all claims.26 Essentialþ, Schlurnber-
gør holds that when knowledgeable parties
expressly discuss material issues during
contract negotiations but nevertheless
elect to include waiver-of-reliance and re-
lease-of-claims provisions, the Courl will
generally uphold the contract. An all-em-
bracing disclaimer of any and all represen-
tations, as here, shows the parües' clear
intent. A "once and for all" settlement
may constitute an qdd/ttiional factm urging

24. Id. at 1 80 ("The sole purpose of the release
was to end the dispute about the value of this
commercial project between Schlumberger
and the Swansons once.and for all.").

25, Id. The reasoning of the case applies
broadly to contracts generally, and we see no

rejection of fraud-based claims, but a free-
ly negotiated agreement to settle present
disputes and arbitrate future ones should
also be enforceable. Moreover, contrary
to McAllen's asserüons, the parties'discus-
sions here d,id, in fact address environmen-
tal matters. Not only were such matters
'Îery important" to McAIlen during settle-
ment negotiations, as he testified, the par-
ties also negotiated the surface agreement,
which directly touches on the subject of
Forest Oil's alleged fraud: environmental
contamination on the McAllen Ranch. The
surface agreement, incorporated into the
settlement agreement, required Forest Oil
to remove hazardous material and remedi-
ate past and future contamination. There-
fore, the parties expressly negotiated the
treatment of surface issues; environmental
issues were an important aspect of the
contract. Although the settlement agree-
ment does not preclude all future environ-
mental disputes, it does require arbitration
of them.

Second, McAllen contends the settle-
ment language itself compels a different
result from Schlumberger. McAllen main-
tains that the disclaimer he signed is limit-
ed by its terms to representations about
the matters released and settled, not to
misrepresentations about matters reserved
and excluded from the settlement. Here,
the waiver-of-reliance provision states:
"Each of the lplaintiffs] erpressly war-
rants and represents and does hereby
state and represent that no promise or
agreement which is not herein expressed
has been made to him, her, or it in eæecut-

ing the releqßes contained in this Agree-
ment...."27 McAIlen claims the isolated

reason to accept McAllen's restrictive inter-
pretation.

26. rd.

27, Seesupranole4.
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phrase "in executing the releases" limits
the waiver's application only to released
claims because the phrase refers to "re-
leases" in the plural. Because an arbitra-
tion provision is not a release, he reasons,
the parties did not waive reliance ì?yith

respect to misrepresentations concerning
the matters reserved for arbitration. This
argument discounts the second half of the
same sentence, which makes clear the par-
ties intended an exhaustive waiver uncon-
fined to claims specifically released: "none
of them is relying \pon (rny statement or
oituy representation of o,ny agent of the
parüies being released hereby." 28 Con-
trary to McAllen's interpretation, a natural
and contextual reading, given the repeated
and all-encompassing "an¡/' modifier, is
not nearly so restrictive. It rather plainly
means the parties, "in executing the re-
leases," were not led astray by any repre-
sentations whaLsoever, even representa-
tions about nonreleased claims since those,
too, can induce someone to release other
claims. The disclaimer's words do not say
what McAllen construes them to say, that
there was "no promise ot agreement con-
cerning the rel,eased cl,aims which is not
herein expressed"; those four italicized
words do not exist. Waiving reliance on
statements made in executing the release
provisions encomp¿Nses both claims re-
leased and reserved because even state-
ments about the latter can nudge assent to
settle the former. Notably, in this case,

the release i,tself (n a section titled "Re-
leases" no less) specifically requires arbi-
tration, making clear that at the time of
the agreement, the parlies disclaimed reli-
ance with respect to ølZ decisions being
made during negotiations, including the
decision to resolve future disputes regard-
ing environmental and personal-injury

28. rd.

29. See also supra note 3 ("Surface issues
which arise in connection with the Leases

claims via arbitration. It is difficult to
argue that Forest Oil's alleged fraud in
obtaining arbitration bears no relation to
the release when the arbitration require-
ment appears in the release. It is similar-
ly diffrcult to square McAllen's argument
with this explicit language from the settle-
ment agreement, which incorporated the
surface agreement: "disputes relating to
this Agreement . .. will be resolved by
arbitration." 2e

Third, McAllen argues that fraudulent
inducement "is essentially a meeting-of-
the-minds argument," and there rffas no
such meeting here regarding the arbitra-
tion agreement because Forest Oil knew
all along of the potential for environmental
claims while simultaneously assuring
McAIlen "there fwere] no issues having to
do with the surface." The parties thus
had no common understanding of the facts
underlying the contract, according to
McAllen. But the settlement agreement
itself belies this argument. The parties
agreed that they might disagree and decid-
ed to arbitrate any environmental or per-
sonal-injury disputes that might later
arise. If they were certain such disagree-
ments would never arise, there would have
been no need to reserve future claims for
arbitration. The act of specifically carving
out this discrete category of contamination
claims shows that McAllen in fact placed
little trust in Forest Oil's assurances that
there were "no issues having to do with
the surface" and that both parties recog-
nized the possibility that McAllen might
pursue future claims. Moreover, there is
an arbitration provision in the environ-
ment-focused surface agreement itself, not
only in the broader settlement agreement.
According to the surface agreement,

shall be subject to that certain Arbitration
Agreement set forth and described in the Set-
tlement Agreement.").
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"ls]urface issues which arise in connection
with the Leases" must be arbitrated.
McAllen knew environmental disputes
might arise and agreed to arbitrate these
disputes.

It is true that Schlum,berger noted, a

disclaimer of re[ance '\ri]l not always bar
a fraudulent inducement claim," 30 but this
statement merely acknowledges that facts
may exist where the disclaimer lacks "the
requisite clear and unequivocal expression
ofintent necessary to disclaim reliance" on

the specific representations at issue.sr

Courts must always examine the contract
itself and the totality of the surrounding
circumstances when determining if a waiv-
er-of-reliance provision is binding. We did
so n Schlumberger, but since courts of
appeals seem to disagree over which
Schluntberger facts were most relevant,sz

we now clarify those that guided our rea-
soning: (1) the terms of the contract were
negotiated, rather than boilerplate, and
during negotiations the parties specifically
discussed the issue which has become the
topic of the subsequent dispute; (2) the
complaining party was represented by
counsel; (3) ihe parties dealt with each

other in an arm's length transaction; (4)

30. 959 S.W.2d at 181.

31. Id. at 179.

32. See, e.g., Warehouse Assocs. Corporate Ctr.
II, Inc. v. Celotet Corp., 192 S.W.3d 225,230-
34 (Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 2006, pet.
filed) (limiting Schlumberger to cases in which
the parties resolve a long-running dispute that
is also the topic of the alleged fraudulent
representation); Coastal Bank SSB v. Chase
Bank of Texas, N.A., 135 S.W.3d 840, 844
(Tex.App.-Houston llst Dist.] 2004, no pet.)
(considering the broad language of the waiv-
er-of-reliance provision to be the controlling
factor); /ÌlON Office Solutions, Inc. v. Eifert,
125 S.W.3d 113, 124-28 (Tex.App.-Houston
[14th Dist.] 2003, pet. denied) (applying
Schlumberger in a factual situation that did
not involve a settlement agreement or a con-

the parües were knowledgeable in busi-
ness matters; and (5) the release language
was clear. These factors \ryere each pres-
ent in Schlumberger, and they are each
present in this case.

t8l Refusing to honor a settlement
agreement-an agreement highly favored
by the Ìaw 33-under these facts rvould in-
vite unfortunate consequences for every-
day business transactions and the effrcient
settlement of disputes. After-the-fact pro-
tests of misrepresentation are easily
lodged, and parties who contractually
promise not to rely on extra-conbactual
statements-rz¿ore thon thal promise thnt
they høae i,n føct not relied, upon such
sta,tenxents-should be held to their word.
Parties should not sign contracts whjle
crossing their fingers behind their backs.
McAllen accuses Forest Oil of deceit, but
Forest Oil could make the same allegation
against McAllen-who by his own admis-
sion and in writing is claiming the opposite
now of what he expressly disclaimed then.
It is not asking too much that parties not
rely on extra-contractual statements that
they contract not to rely on (or else set
forth the relied-upon representations in
the contract or except them from the dis-

tract that terminated the parties' relation-
ship); John v. Marshall Health Serus., Inc., 9l
S.W.3d 446, 450 (Tex.App.-Texarkana 2002,
pet. denied) (refusing to apply Schlumberger
because "[h]ere, the contract was the begin-
ning, not the end, of the relationship be-
tween" the parties).

33. See Transp. Ins. Co. v. Faircloth, 898
S.W.2d 269,280 (Tex.1995) ("Settlements are
favored because they avoid the uncertainties
regarding the outcome of litigation, and the
often exorbitant amounts of time and money
to prosecute or defend claims at trial."); Bo-
canegra y. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 605 S.W.2d
848, 855 (Tex.l980) (Campbell, J., concur-
ring) ("Settlement agreements are highly fa-
vored in the law because they are a means of
amicably resolving doubts and preventing
lawsuits.").
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claimer). If disclaimers of reliance cannot
ensure finality and preclude post-deal

claims for fraudulent inducement, then
freedom of contract, even among the most
knowledgeable parties advised by the most
knowledgeable legal counsel, is grievously
impaired.

We conclude the arbitration requirement
is integral to the overall release and the
settlement agreement's waiver-of-relia¡ce
language applies by its terms to the par-
ties' commitment to arbitrate. None of
McAllen's arguments materially distin-
guishes our holding n Schlum,berger: "a
release that clearly expresses the parties'
intent to waive fraudulent inducement
claims, or one that disclaims reliance on

representations about specific matters in
dispute, can preclude a claim offraudulent
inducement." 3a Today's holding should
not be construed to mean that a mere
disclaimer standing alone will forgive in-
tentional lies regardless of context. We

decline to adopt a per se rule that a dis-
claimer automatically precludes a fraudu-
Ient-inducement claim, but we hold today,
as n Schlurnberger, that "on this record,"
the disclaimer of reliance refutes the re-
quired element of reliance.

34. 959 S.W.2d at 181.

35. The TAA allows personal-injury claims to
be arbitrated when each party, on advice of
counsel, has agreed to do so in a writing
signed by the parties and their attorneys.
Tex C¡v. Pn¡c. a R¡¡r¡.Cooe S 171.002(c). All
parties to this appeal-or their predecessors
in interest-and their attorneys signed the
settlement agreement, which contains the ar-
bitration agreement, so there is no statutory
prohibition to arbitrating these claims.

36, In re FirstMerit Bank, N.A.,52 S.W.3d 749,
753 (Tex.200l).

37. The arbitration provision reads: "All dis-
putes arising out of or relating to the McAllen
Ranch Leases, including, without in any way
limiting the foregoing, disputes relating to
this Agreement or disputes over the scope of

FOREST OIL CORP. v. McALLEN
Clteæ2óE S.W.3d 51 (Tx 2fi18)

Tex. 61

4. Scope of the Arbitration Clause

[9,10] Having determined that McAl-
len's fraudulent-inducement claim cannot
defeat the arbitration provision in the 1999

settlement agreement, rffe now turn to
whether McAllen's claims fall within the
scope of that arbitration provision.ss Gen-

erally, after fitrdirrs an agreement valid, a
court considers the agreement's terms to
determine which issues are arbitrable.s6
This arbitration agreement, howeveî, re-
moves the "scope determination" from the
court and places it with the arbitration
panel.s? This provision, shrinking the
court's traditional role and expanding the
arbitrators', is not challenged on legal or
public policy grounds.ss Accordingly, we
have no discretion but to direct the trial
court, to compel arbitration and stay McAl-
len's litigation.se

The remaining question is what should
happen to the claims brought by the non-
signatory plaintiffs who are not parties to
the arbitration requirement (or to this ap-
peal). Forest Oil concedes the trial courl
cannot order the nonsignatory plaintiffs to
arbitration. Section L7L.025(a) of the Civil
Practice and Remedies Code provides that
"[t]he court shall stay a proceeding that

this arbitration clause, will be resolved by
arbitration in Houston, Texas, using three
neutral arbitrators." While this provision
clearly encompasses the McAllen Ranch
claims, it is not clear that it includes the
Santillana Ranch claims.

38. In re Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 148
S.W.3d 124, 129-30 (Tex.2004) ("As a rule,
parties have the right to contract as they see
fit as long as their agreement does not violate
the law or public policy."); see also Faitfield
Ins. Co. v. Stephens Martin Paving, LP, 246
S.w.3d ó53, 6ó3-64 (Tex.2008).

39. T¡x Crv. Pn¡c. s REÀa.Cooe 5 171.021; In re
Oakwood Mobile Homes, Inc., 987 S.W.2d
57 1, 573 (Tex.1 999).
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involves an issue subject to arbitration if
an order for arbitration or an application
for that order is made under this subchap-
tßr." Section 17L.025(b) expressly allows
for the severance of nonarbitrable issues.a0

Because the hial court is better positioned

to make that determination in this in-
stance, we remand the severance issue to
that court.

However, as noted above, McAllen and

Forest Oil ag¡eed to arbitrate disputes
over what the agreement covers. In terms
of timing, the arbitrators should decide
scope before the trial court decides sever-
ance. It is impractical (and probably im-
possible) for the trial court to decide the
severability of the nonsignatories' claims
before the arbitration panel has decided
the scope of the siglatories' claims. Ac-
cordingly, the trial court, in order to make
an informed severance decision, should de-

fer its decision until the arbitrators decide

which issues are arbitrable.

5. Conclusion

McAIlen may be correct that "[t]he
facts of this case are not the facts of
Schhtmberger"-every c¿Ne involves
unique facts-but the decisive ones are
assuredly close enough that Schlumberger
binds this relevantly similar case. The
unequivocal disclaimer of reliance in the
parbies' bargained-for settlement agree-
ment conclusively negates as a matter of
law the element of relianee needed to sup-
port McAllen's fraudulent-inducement
claim. Because Forest Oil has demon-
strated that a valid arbitration agreement

exisLs, an agreement that empowers the
arbitrators to deterrnine what issues are
arbitrable, \rye reverse the court of ap-
peals' judgment and remand this case to
the trial court to compel arbitration in
accordance with our opinion.

40. Tex. Crv. Pn¡c. e Re¡r¡.Cooe S 171.025(b)
("The stay applies only to the issue subject to

Chief Justice JEFFERSON filed a
dissenting opinion, in which Justice
MEDINA joined.

Chief Justice JEFFERSON, joined by
Justice MEDINA, dissenting.

According to the Court, the consider-
ations most relevant to our analysis in
Schhtmberger Technology Cotp. u. Sws,n-
sory 959 S.\ry.2d 171 (Tex.1997), were:

(1) the terms of the contract were nego-
tiated, rather than boilerplate, and dur-
ing negotiations the parties specifically
discussed the issue which has become
the topic of the subsequent dispute; (2)

the complaining party was represented
by counsel; (3) the parties dealt with
each other in an arm'slength transac-
tion; (4) the parties were knowledgeable
in business matters; and (5) the release
language was clear.

268 S.W.3d 60. My disagreement with the
Court centers on the first point. Under
the Cowf,s analysis, a party may inten-
tionally misrepresent facts essential to the
bargain to induce the other to sign, as long
as the agreement says reliance is waived.
This is not sound policy, and Schlumberger
does not support this result. I would hold
that McAllen's fraudulent inducement
claim survives the disclaimer of reliance at
issue here. Because the Cour[ does not. I
respectfully dissent.

I

Schlumberger

In Sch\urnberger, we noted that we had
previousþ held "as a matter of policy, that
a merger clause can be avoided based on
fraud in the inducement and that the parol
evidence rule does not bar proof of such
fraud," and that "[i]n doing so, we brought

arbitration if that issue is severable from the
remainder of the proceeding.").
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the law on the subject 'into harmony with
the great weight of authority, with the rule
of the Restatement of the Law of Con-
tracts, and with the views of eminent text-
writers."' Schh,emberger, 959 S.W.2d at
179 (quoting Dullns Funtù Much. Co. u.

Reøues, 158 Tex. 1, 307 S.'W.2d, 233, 239
(1957)). This remains the general rule in
Texas. See Prud,entiøI Ins. Co. of Am. a.

Jffirson Assocs., 896 S.W.2d 156, 162
(Tex.1995); see alßo Wei,tzel a. Børnns, 691

S.W.zd 598, 600 (Tex.1985) (admitting par-
ol evidence to establish misrepresentation
in DTPA claim); Restatement (Second) of
Contracts, $ 214 cmt. c ('What appears to
be a complete and binding integrated
agreement may be a forgery, a joke, a
sham, or an agreement without consider-
ation, or it may be voidable for fraul,
duress, mistake, or the like, or it may be
illegal. Such in¡¡alidating causes need not
and commonly do not appear on the face of
the writing. They a,re not o,ffected euen by
a'nl,erger' clause.") (emphasis added). We
then noted that "[j]uxtaposed to this au-

thority, we have a competing concern-the
ability of parties to fully and finally resolve
disputes between them." Schlumberger,
959 S.W.zd at 179. The Courb reads
Schfumberger as settling these competing
concerns by precluding a fraudulent in-
ducement claim where there is a disclaim-
er of reliance and the factors listed above

are presenf.

But Schlurnberger is not so broad.
There, we held that, where the fow other
factors listed by the Court are present, "a
release that clearly expresses the parties'
intent to waive fraudulent inducement
claims, or one that disclaims reliance on
representations about specific matters in
dispute, can preclude a claim offraudulent
inducement." Id,. at L81. The release in
Schlumberger did not contain an express
waiver of fraudulent inducement claims,
but did disclaim reliance on representa-
tions about specific matters in dispute. Id.

FOREST OIL CORP. v. McALLEN
Clteü2ó8 S,W.3d 5r (Tex. 200E)
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at 180. The release itself noted that
"'there [wa]s considerable doubt, disagree-
ment, dispute and controversy with refer-
ence to the validity of the lclaim being
settled],"' and the "sole purpose of the
release was to end lthat] dispute." Id.
The Schlurnberger Court therefore con-
cluded "that the parties contemplated, by
the inclusion of [the disclaimer of reliance],
that the Swansons would not rely on any
representations of Schlumberger about the
commercial feasibility and value of this
project, which, after all, was the very dis-
pute that the release rrùas supposed to re-
solve." 1d.

That the Sch\urnberger Court limited its
holding to a release "that clearly expresses
the parties' intent to waive fraudulent in-
ducement claims, or one that disclaims re-
Iiance on representations about specific
matters in dispute" is clear from the rest
of the opinion. Id,. at l8l. Indeed, we
"emphasize[d]" n Schlumberger "that a

disclaimer of reliance or merger clause will
not always bar a fraudulent inducement
claim." Id,. We cited Prud,entiøI Insur-
ance Co. of Amnricø a. Jffirson Associ,-

ates, in which we said "[a] buyer is not
bound by an agreement to purchase some-
thing 'as is' that he is induced to make
because of a fraudulent representation or
concealment of information by the seller."
Pnñ,ential, 896 S.W.zd 156, 162 (Tex.

1995). This would be a strange authority
to cite tf Schlunzberger weîe as sweeping
as the Court suggests: it is difñcult to
imagine a party making fraudulent repre-
sentations on a subject that has not been
discussed. And while the Court states
that "this statement merely acknowledges
that facts may exist where the disclaimer
Iacks 'the requisite clear and unequivocal
expression of intent necessary to disclaim
reliance' on the specific representations at
issue," it does so without addressing Pru-
d,enti,ø|" instead quoting an earlier passage
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from Schlumberger. 268 S.W.3d at 55

(quoting Schlumberget 959 S.W2d atL79).

In sum, in Schlum,berger we balanced
parties'need to settle disputes against our
strong aversion to fraud. The result was a
narroìtr exception to the rule that inte-
gration clauses do not bar fraudulent in-
ducement claims. By expanding Schlurn-
berger, the Court's holding will force
courts to honor contracts indisputably in-
duced by fraud on the basis of blanket
reliance waivers, like the one at issue here.
I would not.

II
McAllen's Fraudulent Inducement

Claim

As discussed above, under Schlurnber-
ger, to bar a fraudulent inducement elaim,
a disclaimer of reliance must either ex-
pressly waive the claim or disclaim reli-
ance on representations about the specific
disputed matter, Schlumberger, 959

S.W.zd at 181; otherwise, the general rule
that integration clauses do not bar fraudu-
lent inducement claims applies. The dis-
claimer in this case does neither. The
relevant portion of the disclaimer reads:

Each of the Plaintiffs and Intervenors
expressly 'vvanants and represents and

does hereby state and represent that no

promise or agreement which is not here-
in expressed has been made to him, her,
or it in executing the releases contained
in this Agreement, and that none of
them is relying upon any statement or
any representation of any agent of the
parties being released hereby.

This disclaimer makes no oiplicit refer-
ence to fraudulent inducement. The ques-

tion, then, is whether it disclaims reliance
on representations about a specific disput-
ed matter in the agreement. While the
disclaimers in this case and Schlumberger
may appear to be "virtually identical," 268

S.\ry.8d at 60, the factual differences be-
tween this case and Sclulumberger are cnt
ical. In Schlum,berger, there was essen-

tially one dispute-specifically described in
the agreement-being settled, and there-
fore, "[b]ecause courbs are to assume that
the parties intended every contractual pro-
vision to have some mearling," the Courb
was able to "presume" that the disclaimer
of reüance applied specifically to represen-
tations about that sole dispute. Schlum-
berger, 959 S.W.zd at 180. In the instant
case, in contrast, the settlement agreement
covered a number of topics, chiefly royalty
underpayment and mineral underdevelop-
ment. Thus, un\tkeSchlum,berger, we can-

not presume that the disclaimer of reliance
referred specifically to environmental is-
sues, and the general rule that fraudulent
inducement claims are not barred by inte-
gration clauses should apply.

III
Forest Oil's Remaining Issues

Forest Oil argues that McAllen could
not have justifïably relied on Forest Oil's
representation that there were no existing
issues with the surface because that rep-
resentation lryas contradicted by the
agreement's erpress terms. Because the
surface agreement contains no contrary
statement regarding surface conditions, it
is not necessarry to examine this claim in
detail.

Forest OiI also argues that McAllen
could not justifiably rely on the represen-
tation of his litigation adversary during
settlement negotiations. Forest Oil cites
McCarnish Mq,rt;i,n, Broum &, Loeffi,er a.

F.E. Appling Interests, for the proposition
that "a third party's reliance on an attor-
ne¡/s representation is not justified when
the representation takes place in an adver-
sarial context." McCs,rni,sh 991 S.W.zd
787,794 (Tex.1999). This statement, how-
ever, refers not to whether attorneys'



statements can provide the grounds for a

fraudulent inducement claim, but to indi-
vidual attorneys' Iiability for negligent mis-
representation under the Restatement
(Second) of Toris section 552. Id,. at 795
(concluding "that there is no reason to
exempt lawyers from the operation of sec-

tion 552"). Regardless, there is evidence

that McAllen relied not only on the state-
ments of "an unidentified lawyer for one of
the four defendants," 268 S.W.3d at 55, but
on representations made by the parlies
themselves:

a. (By Mr. Mancias) Yes, sir. \{'ere
you told in no uncertain terms by the oil
com,panies, including Forest Oil Compa-
ny, that there were no contaminants or
pollutants on the surface ofyour proper-
ty?

A. (By Mr. McAllen) Y¿s. And all the
Forest attorneys were there. I believe
Forest Doran himself was there.

a. Who is Forest Doran?

A. I believe he's the majority stock-
holder of Forest Oil Company.

A. Can you tell the Judge whether or
not Mr. Doran was present when those
representations you just testified about
'were made to you?

A. That, I can't recall.

a. Ail right, sir. But the attorneys
were present?

A. The attorneys-his attorneys were

li'i'
A But during the process, the ownprs

for Forest q,nd, Conoco ond, euerybody
else who wuß inao\aed, in the lmnsui,t
asstcred me that there utqß no issups

lsicl hauing to d,o utith the surfø,ce, anð.tf
I wanted to get this settlement a$ree-
ment behind us, I had to do that. But
they were very convincing.

Tex. 65

(Emphasis added.) McAllen's reliance on

these statements was not, therefore, un-
justifiable as a matter of law

ry

Conclusion

Today the Court replaces Schlunzber-
gefs reqvtrement that a release must
"clearly expressf I the parties' intent to
waive fraudulent inducement claims, or
. . . disclaim[ ] reliance on representations
about specific matters in dispute" in order
to preclude a fraudulent inducement claim,
959 S.W.zd at 181, with the requirement
that the parbies merely "specifically dis-
cussed the issue which has become the
topic of the subsequent dispute" during
negotiations, 268 S.\ry.8d 60. Courts, in-
cluding this one, have long battled the
specter of fraud in contracts; I fear that
the Court's opinion may one day be a

\ryeapon in the hands of those who profit
from it. I respectfully dissent.
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